25 Years of valuable energy debates: continuity, but refreshed!

This year, the EEF proudly celebrates 25 years of bringing key stakeholders together in a one-of-a-kind platform ensuring an open exchange of information with scientific facts and technological improvements and including all interested MEPs and parties. Because an exchange is only fruitful if everyone provides his expertise and share his ideas!

The celebration was the occasion to refresh our logo. This new visual identity aims at reflecting our essence: a crossroads of information, of different paths joining in a common energy discussion. Sometimes agreeing, sometimes still pursuing different roads, but always willing to provide and gather the best out of this experience. Perhaps you see it differently. We’d be happy to have your appreciation of our new visual identity. As always, all views are welcome in the EEF.

With our luggage full of your support and successful experiences, we now stand ready for an even more energetic future!

Pascale, Giuditta, Maud

On the EEF programme: online energy debate

**New (post) COVID-19 reality – what does it mean for EU Energy Policy?**

**16 June 12.00-13.15 (CET)**

**Speaker:** Ditte Juul-Jorgensen, Director-General, DG ENERGY

Invitations are sent to our members with personal e-mails.